DNA microarray technology is now widely used in basic biomedical research for mRNA expression profiling and are increasingly being used to explore patterns of gene expression in clinical research. Automatically detecting phenotype structures from gene expression profiles can provide deep insight into the nature of many diseases as well as lead in the development of new drugs. While most of the previous studies focus on only mining empirical phenotype structure which the experiment controls, it is also interesting to detect possible hidden phenotype structures underlying gene expression profiles.
INTRODUCTION
DNA microarray technology can be used to measure expression levels for thousands of genes in a single experiment, across different samples. The raw microarray data are transformed into gene expression matrices. Figure 1 shows an example. Usually, a row in a matrix represents a gene and a column represents a sample. The Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. numeric value in each cell characterizes the expression level of a specific gene in a particular sample.
Effective and efficient analysis techniques are demanding as gene expression data are accumulated rapidly. The gene expression matrix can be analyzed in two ways. On one hand, co-expressed genes can be grouped based on their expression patterns [8] . In such gene-based analysis, the genes are treated as the objects, while the samples are the attributes. On the other hand, the samples can be partitioned into homogeneous groups. Each group may correspond to a particular macroscopic phenotype, such as the present or absent clinical syndromes or cancer types [9] . Such samplebased analysis regards the samples as the objects and the genes as the attributes.
In typical array data sets, the volume of genes and the number of samples are very different, e.g., ½¼ ½ ½¼ ¾ samples versus ½¼ ¿ ½¼ genes. Gene-based analysis and sample-based analysis therefore face very different challenges. In particular, due to the very high dimensionality in sample-based analysis, the techniques that are effective for gene-based analysis, such as MST [22] , CAST [4] , CLICK [18] , OPTICS [12] , and model-based clustering [25, 3] , may not be adequate for analyzing samples.
In this paper, we will focus on the sample-based analysis. In particular, we are interested in mining multiple phenotype structures.
Within a gene expression matrix, there are usually several empirical phenotypes of samples controlled by the biological experiment, such as diseased samples, normal samples or drug treated samples. Figure 2 shows a gene expression matrix containing three empirical phenotypes of samples. Samples ½ ¿ belong to one phenotype, samples to another phenotype while the remain- ders belong to the third phenotype. For the sake of simplicity, the gene expression levels in the matrix are discretized into three-level ordinal values, i.e., either "high", "intermediate" or "low". Previous studies [9] have demonstrated that the empirical phenotypes of samples can be discriminated through a small subset of genes whose expression levels strongly correlate with the phenotype distinction. These genes are called informative genes. For example, in Figure 2 , Ò ½ Ò ¿ are informative genes whose expression levels are low for one phenotype samples, intermediate for another phenotype and high for the third empirical phenotype. Recent efforts in bioinformatics have studies methods for detecting the empirical phenotypes and finding the corresponding informative genes from the gene expression data based on either supervised [9, 5, 20] or unsupervised techniques [21, 19] .
Although these methods are helpful, most of the genes collected may not necessarily manifest the empirical phenotype structure and there might be some hidden phenotype structures of other clinical interest buried in the data. For example, in Figure 2 Automatically mining phenotype structures is challenging. First, the values within data matrices are all real numbers such that there is usually no clear border between informative genes and noise genes. Second, there are many genes but a small number of samples. There is no existing technique to correctly detect phenotype structures from samples. Last, most of the genes collected may not necessarily be of interest. The experience shows that only less than ½¼± of all the genes involved in a gene expression matrix manifest the empirical phenotype structure [9] and the percentage of genes that manifest a hidden phenotype structure is even less. In other words, the gene expression matrix is very noisy.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of mining multiple phenotype structures from gene expression data by developing a novel unsupervised learning method. We claim the following contributions.
We identify and formulate the problem of simultaneously mining both empirical phenotype structure and hidden phenotype structures from gene expression data.
A set of statistic-based metrics of phenotype quality are proposed. They coordinate and compromise both the sample phenotype discovery and the informative gene selection. A iterative adjustment method is devised to find phenotype structures with high quality. This method dynamically manipulates the relationship between samples and genes while conducting an iterative adjustment to detect the phenotypes and informative genes. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. The phenotype quality measurements are proposed in Section 3, while the mining algorithm is developed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results and the conclusions in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Our investigation is closely related to the research on both the sample-based analysis of microarray data and the clustering methods. We review some highly related work briefly in this section.
Unsupervised Empirical Phenotype Structure Detection
Recently, some methods have been proposed to find empirical phenotypes from samples assuming no sample class information is known in advance [16, 17] . In these approaches, samples are partitioned by conventional clustering methods, such as K-means, self-organizing maps (SOM), hierarchical clustering (HC), or graph based clustering. However, these traditional clustering techniques may not be effective to detect the phenotypes because the clustering is based on the full gene space that cannot handle the heavy noise well in the gene expression data. Although some approaches [21, 7, 14] reduce gene dimension or filter genes for clustering samples, the genes filtering processes are non-invertible and the deterministic filtering causes the samples to be grouped based on the local decisions. Furthermore, these approaches only focus on detecting the empirical phenotype structure, there is no efficient way to extend them to find the hidden phenotype structures.
Sub-space Clustering Methods
Sub-space clustering have been studied extensively [1, 6, 23] to find subsets of objects such that the objects appear as a cluster in a sub-space formed by a subset of the attributes. Although the sub-space clustering problem may appear similar to the phenotype structure detection problem at the first look, there are significant inherent differences between these two in the following aspects.
In subspace clustering, the subsets of attributes for various subspace clusters are different and different subspace clusters can share some common attributes. However, in phenotype structure mining, we want to find a unique set of genes to 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 0000000 manifest each phenotype partition and exclusive sets of genes for different phenotype partitions. Two subspace clusters can share some common objects. Some objects may not belong to any subspace cluster. Nevertheless, in each phenotype structure, a sample must be in a phenotype and the phenotypes are exclusive. The pattern similarity measurements presented for subspace clustering (e.g., [23, 6] ) can only detect whether genes rise and fall simultaneously with in a subspace cluster. But in phenotype structure mining, the informative genes are required to show intra-consistent values. New metrics need to be defined to detect the informative genes. Subspace clustering algorithms only detect local correlated attributes and objects without considering dissimilarity between different clusters. To mine both phenotypes and informative genes, we want to get the genes which can differentiate all phenotypes for each phenotype structure.
PHENOTYPE QUALITY METRICS
A candidate phenotype structure contains a -partition of samples and a subset of genes. In this section, we will introduce the metrics to measure the possibility for a single candidate phenotype structure to be an empirical or hidden phenotype structure. The mining of multiple phenotype structures will be discussed in the next section based on these metrics.
Each empirical or hidden phenotype structure should satisfy two requirements simultaneously. On one hand, the expression levels of each informative gene should have similar expressions over the samples of the same phenotype. On the other hand, the expression levels of each informative gene should display a clear dissimilarity between each pair of phenotypes in a certain phenotype structure. We introduce two separate statistical metrics: intraconsistency which measures the similarity of the gene expressions within each sample group of a candidate phenotype structure and inter-divergency which measures the dissimilarity between different sample groups on the candidate gene set. These metrics are combined to provide the phenotype quality metric, which is used for qualifying a phenotype structure. 
where
The variance of each row measures the variability of a given gene over all samples within the sub-matrix. A small variance value indicates that the gene has consistent values. We can measure whether in a subset of genes, every gene has good consistency on a group of samples by the average of variance in the subset of genes. That is, we define the intra-consistency as:
Inter-divergency
We introduce the inter-divergency to quantize how a subset of genes can distinguish two phenotypes of samples.
The inter-divergency of a set of genes ¼ on two groups of samples (denoted as Ë ½ and Ë ¾ ) is defined as
where Û is defined as in Equation 1. The measure is normalized by ¼ to avoid the possible bias due to the volume of genes. The greater the inter-divergency, the better the genes differentiate the samples in different groups.
Phenotype Quality of a Candidate Phenotype Structure
We define the following quality measure ª to quantize how good is the candidate phenotype structure.
Large value of phenotype quality is expected for qualifying an empirical or hidden phenotype structure.
MODEL AND STRATEGY
The problem of mining multiple phenotype structures can be described as Figure 4 . Here we assume that there is no overlap between different informative gene sets because usually a gene cannot manifest different phenotype partitions. Since the gene expression data are noisy and complex, mining useful information buried with each data set is still an open problem and largely depends on domain knowledge. We assume the number of structures Ô and the number of phenotypes of each phenotype structure are userspecified.
It can be shown that finding the optimal phenotype structures Input:
1. a gene expression matrix Å representing Ñ samples and Ò genes; 2. the number of phenotype structures Ô; (i.e., the summation of phenotype qualities of all structures is maximized) is an NP-hard problem. As we may often have tens of thousands of genes and hundreds of samples, finding the optimal answer can be very costly. In this section, we will develop a heuristic searching method to approximate the best solution. It adopts the simulated annealing technique [11] and dynamically measures and manipulates the relationship between samples and genes while conducts an iterative adjustment of the candidate phenotype structures to approximate the best quality.
The Algorithm
The algorithm (shown in Figure 5 ) contains two phases: the candidate structure generation phase and the iterative adjustment phase. We first generate Ô candidate phenotype structures based on clustering techniques. In each iteration, the candidate sets will be iteratively adjusted towards the best summation of phenotype quality values. Details of the algorithm will be discussed in the following subsections.
Basic Elements
The algorithm maintain Ô candidate phenotype structures, each structure contains the following items (½ Ø Ô): 2) Until no positive adjustment can be conducted. Output the best candidate structures. To measure the effect of an adjustment, we calculate the quality gain of the adjustment as the change of the quality, i.e., ¡ª ª ¼ ª, where ª and ª ¼ are the quality of the candidate structures before and after the adjustment, respectively. The algorithm also records the best candidate structures, in which the highest quality so far is achieved.
Candidate Structure Generation
In this phase, we generate Ô candidate phenotype structures. One easy way is to randomly initialize Ô candidate structures, but the result will be unstable. Here we adopt a more deterministic, robust strategy for candidate structure generation.
The first step is to divide the whole genes into Ô ¼ smaller groups where Ô ¼ Ô. The algorithm CAST (for cluster affinity search technique) [4] is applied to group genes and the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient is chosen to calculate the similarity matrix. CAST is a method specially designed for grouping gene expression data based on their pattern similarities. One advantage of CAST is that the number of groups does not need to be pre-specified. A threshold has to be set to approximate the size of each group. In biological applications, the experience shows that genes associated with similar functions always involve from several dozen to several hundred entities [9] . Thus, when grouping genes, the threshold should be set so that a majority of groups will contain several dozen to several hundred genes. Then we generate Ô ¼ sub-matrices that each sub-matrix formed by one gene cluster and all samples.
The second step is to generate sample partitions one by one. First, we generate the candidate empirical phenotype partition. Our method is to cluster each sub-matrix on the sample dimension into Ã ½ group and calculate phenotype quality based on the cluster result for each sub-matrix. The sub-matrix with the highest phenotype quality is chosen that the sample partition becomes the candidate empirical phenotype partition and the genes within this submatrix become the corresponding informative genes. Then we generate the first candidate hidden phenotype partition which include Ã ¾ sample groups based on the rest sub-matrices. This process will be conducted for all hidden phenotype structures until all candidate structures are generated. We give the empirical phenotype structure the highest priority because the empirical structure is the most important information of a certain gene expression data. Now, the goal becomes, given starting candidate structures, we try to apply a series of adjustments to reach the candidate structures such that the accumulated quality gain is maximized.
Iterative Adjustment
When we have a set of candidate structures, an immediate solution to the reach the goal is to heuristicly move to better status by iteratively conducting adjustments. Hopefully, after a few rounds, we can be close to the optimal candidate structures. This heuristic moving carries the similar spirit as AE-cluster [23] and CLARANS [13] .
In the iterative adjusting phase, during each iteration, genes and samples are examined one by one. For each gene, there are Ô possible adjustments, it can be either inserted into a candidate informative gene set or removed from all current candidate informative gene sets. The quality gain can be calculated for each possible adjustment and the adjustment with largest quality gain value is chosen. The adjustment will be conducted if ¡ª is positive.
Otherwise, the adjustment will be conducted with a probability Ô ¡ª ª¢Ì´ µ , where Ì´ µ is a decreasing simulated annealing function [11] and is the iteration number. For each sample, since its partition membership is independent from different phenotype structures, we will examine the possible adjustment for each candidate structure, independently. For each candidate structure, there are´Ã Ø ½µ possible adjustments (i.e., the sample can be moved to one of the other´Ã Ø ½µ groups).
We also calculate the quality gain, respectively. The adjustment with the largest quality gain will be chosen as the adjustment of the sample of a certain candidate structure. Similar to that of the genes, the adjustment will be conducted if ¡ª is positive. Otherwise, the adjustment will be conducted with a probability Ô ¡ª ª¢Ì´ µ . This algorithm is sensitive to the order of genes and sample adjustments considered in each iteration. To give every gene or sample a fair chance, all possible adjustments are sorted randomly at the beginning of each iteration. The probability function Ô has two components. The first part, ¡ª ª , considers the quality gain in proportion. The more ª reduces, the less probability the adjustment will be performed. The second part, Ì´ µ, is a decreasing simulated annealing function where is the iteration number. When Ì´ µ is large, Ô will be close to ½ and the adjustment has high probability to be conducted. As the iteration goes on, Ì´ µ becomes smaller and thus the probability Ô also becomes less. In our implementation, we set Ì´¼µ ½, and Ì´ µ ½ ½· , which is a slow annealing function. The advantage of this annealing function is that the slow annealing is more effective to approach global optimal solution. But more iterations will be required.
As indicated in [11] , a simulated annealing search can reach the global optimal solution as long as the annealing function is slow enough and there are sufficient number of iterations. The upper bound is the total number of possible solutions. However, a simulated annealing search may be practically infeasible to find the optimal solution. Thus, we set the termination criterion as whenever in an iteration, no positive adjustment is conducted. Once the iteration stops, the best candidate structures will be output.
The time complexity of the heuristic algorithm is dominated by the iteration phase. The time to compute ª at the beginning is in Ç´Ñ ¡ Ò ¡ Ôµ. Here we ignore the effect introduced by Ã Ø because Ã Ø is usually very small. In each iteration, the time complexity depends on the calculation of ª ¼ for the possible adjustments. Since Equations 2, 3 and 4 are all accumulative, we can simplify the formula by only computing the changed part of the measurements. It can be proved that the time cost of computing ª ¼ is Ç´Ñ ¾ ¡ Ôµ for each gene, and Ç´Ñ ¡Ò¡Ôµ for each sample. There are Ò genes and Ñ samples involved in each iteration. Therefore, the algorithm's time complexity is Ç´Ò ¡ Ñ ¾ ¡ Ô ¡ Ðµ, where Ð is the number of iterations.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will report an extensive performance evaluation on the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed two methods using various real-world gene expression data sets.
The Real-world Data Sets
The experiments are conducted on the following four gene expression data sets. The empirical phenotype structure controlled by the biological experiment of each data set is listed below.
The Leukemia Data Sets-The leukemia data sets are based on a collection of leukemia patient samples reported in [9] . It contains measurements corresponding to acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) samples from bone marrow and peripheral blood. Two matrices are involved: one includes 38 samples (27 ALL vs. 11 AML, denoted as G1), and the other contains 34 samples (20 ALL vs. 14 AML, denoted as G2). Each sample is measured over 7129 genes. [2] . In this dataset, the number of genes is ¾¼¼¼.
The Hereditary Breast Cancer Data Set-This dataset is from
Hedenfalk et al. [10] . They reported on a microarray experiment concerning the genetic basis of breast cancer. Tumors from ¾¾ women were analyzed. Three types of samples are included in one data matrix: of the women known to have the BRCA1 mutation, known to have BRCA2, and have no cancer being labeled "Sporadics". Each sample is measured over ¿¾¾ genes.
The ground-truths of the empirical phenotype structure, which includes the information such as how many samples belong to each phenotype and the phenotype label for each sample, is used only to evaluate the experimental results.
Results
We first evaluate the empirical phenotype detection accuracy of the proposed method. Since there are ground-truths on the empirical phenotype structure, but no commonly accepted ground-truths on hidden phenotype structures, it is hard to compare the detection accuracy of hidden phenotype structures. The Rand Index [15] between the ground-truth of the empirical phenotype structure È of the samples and the mining result of the empirical phenotype structure É of an algorithm is adopted to eval- Table 1 provides the empirical phenotype detection results obtained by applying our model and some algorithms proposed previously [9, 14, 17, 23] . The clustering methods SOM, AE-cluster method, and our iterative adjustment approach are heuristic rather than deterministic, the results might be different in different executions. Thus for each approach, we run the experiments multiple times using different orders of objects or different parameters and calculate the average Rand Index values. Table 1 indicates that the method proposed in this paper consistently achieve better empirical phenotype detection results than the previously proposed methods. We analyze the results briefly as follows. In clustering methods such as self-organizing maps and graph-partitioning-based algorithm of CLUTO [17] , objects are partitioned based on the full dimensional genes, the high percentage of irrelevant genes largely lower the performance. As indicated by [24] , the principal components in PCA do not necessarily capture the class structure of the data. Therefore the methods assisted by PCA can not guarantee to improve the clustering results. The central idea of subspace clustering is different from our empirical phenotype detection. It is not surprising therefore that the AE-cluster algorithm is not effective in identifying the sample partition.
In the following, we evaluate the hidden phenotype structures identified by our approach. We do three sets of experiments with different numbers (½¼, ½ and ¾¼) of hidden structures. Thus the total numbers of phenotype structures of three experiments are Ô ½½, Ô ½ and Ô ¾½. Since we have no pre-knowledge or ground-truth about how many phenotypes within each structure for each gene expression data set, we randomly generate a sequence of phenotype numbers ranged from ¾ to in each set of experiments.
Using these sequences as Ã ¾ Ã Ô to detect hidden phenotype structures from each data set. Figure 6 shows the phenotype quality of each phenotypes of each experiment. For example, Figure 6 (A) shows the phenotype qualities of ½ phenotype structures of each data set. The first point of each line indicates the empirical phenotype quality while the rest points indicate the hidden phenotype qualities. The numbers under x-axis show the number of phenotypes of each hidden structure. Figure 6 indicates that the proper number of phenotype structure of the gene expression data is around ½¼ ½ . There are some trivial phenotype structure (quality value is rather small) when the Ô is bigger than ½ . Figure 7 shows two phenotype structures detected from Leukemia-G1 dataset by our method. In this figure, each column represents a sample, while each row corresponds to an informative gene. Different colors (grey degree in a black and white printout) in the matrix indicates the different expression levels. Figure 7 (A) shows the empirical phenotype structure. The first ¾ samples belong to ALL group while the rest ½½ samples belong to AML group. Among informative genes, the top ½ genes distinguish ALL-AML phenotypes according to "on-off" pattern while the rest ¾ genes follow "off-on" pattern. Figure 7 (B) shows one of the hidden phenotype structure in which the samples are divided into three groups. Each gene shows "low" for one class samples, "intermediate" for another class and "high" for the third class to distinguish three phenotypes. This hidden structure matches a subtype structure of the patients according to a previous study [9] that the first ½ samples are of B-cell ALL, the middle samples are of T-cell ALL while the rest ½½ samples belong to AML. Table 2 reports the mean and standard deviation values of the numbers of iterations and the response time (in second) of the above gene expression data sets. The algorithm is executed ¼ times with different parameters. The algorithm is implemented with MAT-LAB package and are executed on SUN Ultra 80 workstation with 450 MHz CPU and 256 MB main memory. The number of iterations are dominated by the simulate annealing function we used. We used a slow stimulate annealing function for effectiveness of the approaches. Since in reality, the number of genes in the human genome is about ¿¼ ¼¼¼ ¼ ¼¼¼, efficiency is not a major concern.
CONCLUSIONS
Effectively mining microarry data is an important bioinformatics research problem with broad applications. The previous studies focus on mining only empirical phenotype structure from the gene expression matrix. In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to automatically detect both empirical phenotype structure and hidden phenotype structures from gene expression data simultaneously. A set of statistical measurements of phenotype quality are proposed to coordinate and compromise both the sample phenotype structure discovery and the informative gene mining.
We demonstrated the performance of the proposed approach by extensive experiments on various real-world gene expression data sets. The empirical evaluation shows that our approaches are effective and efficient on mining large real-world data sets.
